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a b s t r a c t
A prototype electroactive polymer actuator has been developed based on electroosmotic (EO) pumping to
create hydraulic pressure. The actuator was fabricated from poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) with embedded micro-scale channels, reservoirs, and electrodes surmounted by a membrane. An applied voltage
caused one reservoir to expand as ﬂuid was pumped into it, and the other reservoir to contract, with the
membrane above the expansion reservoir rising by 400 m within a few seconds. Since the prototype
was made from PDMS, which is an elastomer, the device was entirely ﬂexible. The actuator performance
was characterized, and it agreed well with predicted values. Furthermore, the calculations indicate that,
once optimized, such actuators could have high stress as well as high strain and high speed. By combining unit cells such as these into a material and actuating them individually via independently controlled
ﬂexible electrodes, one could realize smart materials that could change shape. Other future applications
may include micro-valves, micro-positioners, soft robots, and active camouﬂage layers.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The ﬁeld of electroactive polymers (EAPs) is summarized in
Fig. 1. It comprises thermally actuated devices, whether the actuation strain is due to the coefﬁcient of thermal expansion (CTE) [1,2]
or a change in phase [3]. It also includes electrostrictive polymer
devices that respond directly to electric ﬁelds, such as dielectric
elastomer actuators (DEAs) [4,5] and piezoelectric polymers [6].
The third family of devices are those in which strain is due to ion
movement, including conjugated polymers (CPs) [7], gels [8–10],
ionic polymer metal composites (IPMCs) [11], and carbon nanotube
actuators [12]. In this paper, we describe a new type of actuator
based on hydraulic pressure.
Moving liquids using electrical ﬁelds is routine in microﬂuidic
systems [13–17]. The high surface-to-volume ratios in micro-scale
systems mean that surface effects, such as those used in electroosmosis (EO), dominate over bulk effects and can create large
forces [18–20]. (EO is the movement of liquid induced by an applied
electric ﬁeld.) EO pumps have been developed for a variety of applications, such as chip cooling [21] and fuel cell water evacuation
[22]. However, there has been little prior work on electroosmotic
pumping to produce mechanical work, aside from valving [23–26].
Since EO can produce mechanical deformations with no mov-
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ing parts, it is attractive to consider using it for micro-system
actuation.
The mechanism for EO pumping is the following. Upon immersing a solid into a ﬂuid, a net charge is created at the interface due
to adsorption of ions or due to protonation or deprotonation of surface groups [27]. A charge-compensating Debye layer made up of
mobile ions therefore builds up in the ﬂuid. The resulting electric
ﬁeld at the interface is characterized by the zeta potential. A voltage applied along the channel, i.e. parallel to the walls, acts on the
mobile ions near the walls, and these in turn drag the ﬂuid in the
channel.
The term nastic is used in botany to mean a movement in
response to a stimulus, such as a change in turgor, or cell pressure. The hydrostatic cell pressure in plants is determined by
the water content. In the actuator introduced in this paper, the
water content in different parts of the microﬂuidic cell is controlled by EO pumping. Therefore, in analogy with the way that
plants move by hydraulic actuation, we dub these devices “nastic
actuators.”
The concept of the hydraulic, EO-driven nastic actuator is illustrated in Fig. 2A and B. The actuation cell contains a ﬂuid supply
reservoir chamber, a smaller expansion chamber, and micro- or
nano-channels connecting the two. Electrodes ending in the two
chambers are connected to a voltage supply. The application of
an electric ﬁeld creates electroosmotic pumping in each of the
microchannels. This causes the expansion chamber to ﬁll with additional ﬂuid, and thus the ﬂexible material forming the actuator cell
to deform, until the point at which the material’s elastic restoring
force or the external load balances the pressure created in the chan-
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Fig. 1. Overview of the types of EAP.

nels. Multiple channels connected in parallel increase the ﬂow rate,
and hence the actuation speed.
In this paper, we show proof of concept for such an actuator,
demonstrate that it can be produced using standard soft lithography
techniques, and show that the performance is consistent with that
expected theoretically. We then suggest potential applications and
future work.
2. Experimental
Soft lithographic techniques were used to build the prototype devices. Masks for lithography were drawn using AutoCAD
(Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and printed commercially (CADArt
Service, Bandon, OR) at high resolution (20,000 dpi). The expansion reservoir was 2.5 mm × 5.0 mm and the supply reservoir was
5.0 mm × 5.0 mm. They were connected by nine channels that were
1 cm long and 150 m wide.
Molds for the PDMS structures were formed of SU8-2050 (a
negative photoresist, Microchem, Newton, MA). The SU8 was spincoated onto a 3 in. silicon wafer at 500 rpm for 5 s with 100 rpm/s
acceleration, and then at 2000 rpm for 1 min with 100 rpm/s acceleration. The wafer was pre-baked at 65 ◦ C for 5 min and then at
95 ◦ C for 15 min with a 300 ◦ C/h ramp on a hot plate. The sample
was cooled to room temperature over 10 min. The SU8 was exposed
to UV light (9 mJ/cm2 ) for 20 s through the mask, then baked at 65 ◦ C
for 1 min and 95 ◦ C for 6 min. The pattern was developed in SU-8
developer (Microchem, Newton, MA) to produce the mold. Thicknesses were measured by proﬁlometry (Alphastep 200). The ﬁnal
mold had an average depth of 60 m.
The mold substrate was placed into a Petri dish. Two thin metal
rods 2 cm long and 0.5 mm in diameter were placed vertically at the
centers of the two reservoir locations on the mold and held in place
using two rare earth magnets underneath the wafer. A silicone tube
(2.5 cm long, 0.89 mm I.D., Cole Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) was placed
around each rod. The rods held the tubes upright and in place during
PDMS curing.
The PDMS pre-polymer solution and curing agent (Sylgard 184
R, Dow Corning) were mixed at a ratio of 10:1 (w/w), then degassed
in a vacuum desiccator for 30 min to eliminate air bubbles. The mixture was poured onto the mold to a height of 2 mm and baked
at 70 ◦ C for 1 h in an oven. The PDMS layer was peeled off of the
mold, and the two metal rods were removed from inside the silicone tubes, the outer sides of which had bonded to the PDMS. At
the same time, some of the PDMS mixture was spin-coated onto a
glass slide at 2000 rpm for 1 min to produce a 25-m thick PDMS
membrane. The ﬁlm on the glass slide was baked at 95 ◦ C for 15 min
on a hot plate.
To seal them together irreversibly, the PDMS ﬁlm with the reservoirs, channels, and tubing, and the PDMS membrane on the glass
slide were both treated with O2 plasma for 8 s at 700 mTorr and
35 W in a reactive ion etcher. The two surfaces were brought into
contact and allowed to rest for an hour. The channel depth after seal-

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic overhead view of an actuation cell with the voltage off. (B) Electroosmotically pumping the ﬂuid from left (anode, +) to right (cathode, −) causes the
expansion reservoir to expand. (C) Schematic cross-sectional view of the prototype
nastic device. (D) Top view photograph of the prototype device ﬁlled with water
(dyed brown for visualization). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

ing was measured using optical microscopy and was determined to
be 25 m.
Two 3 cm long, 0.25 mm diameter Pt wires were inserted
through the sidewalls of the silicone tubes. The holes were sealed
with a UV curable adhesive (Loctite 3525, Henkel North America)
to prevent leakage during device operation. The electrode in the
supply reservoir later served as the anode, and the one in the expan-
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sion reservoir as the cathode to pump ﬂuid from the former to the
latter.
The assembled device was peeled off the glass slide and ﬁlled
with pump ﬂuid via a syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems Inc., Wantagh, NY) connected to the tube at the expansion
reservoir. Deionized (DI) water served as the pumping ﬂuid in these
experiments. It was pumped through the device for several minutes to remove trapped air. The silicone tubes were then clamped
shut, and the two Pt electrodes were connected to a high voltage
power supply (Ultravolt HV Rack, Ultravolt, Ronkonkoma, NY). A
side view schematic of the ﬁnal device is shown in Fig. 2C, and an
actual device in Fig. 2D. Before each run (i.e. the collection of a data
point or a curve in the plots), the chambers and microchannels were
rinsed and ﬁlled with fresh DI water and visually inspected for the
presence of air bubbles in the system.
Actuation was recorded using a digital video camcorder (Sony
Digital Handycam). Still images were taken through the microscope using a digital camera (Nikon Coolpix 4500). Deﬂection was
measured using a force/strain transducer (Aurora 400B, Ontario,
Canada). The transducer was interfaced to a PC via a data acquisition card (National Instruments), and data were recorded using a
custom LabVIEW program.
During isotonic measurements to measure the deﬂection under
different applied loads, the force/strain transducer arm rested on
the actuator. To distribute the load from the force/strain transducer
arm more uniformly over the membrane, a 2 mm × 4 mm piece of
plastic transparency ﬁlm was placed between the membrane over
the expanding chamber and the transducer arm. The tip of the arm
pushed downward, and the deﬂection was measured versus voltage for different loads. The area of the transparency in contact with
the membrane decreased as the reservoir inﬂated, spreading the
load over a smaller area. In isometric measurements to measure
blocked force, the arm was held in a ﬁxed position just above the
actuator with the membrane uninﬂated, and the force was mea-
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sured versus voltage. The force was thus distributed over the entire
2.5 mm × 5 mm area.
All measurements were performed in randomized order to
remove systematic error. A separate device was used for each of
the characterization plots. Before use, devices were tested by measuring the membrane deﬂection using the force/strain transducer
under an applied voltage of 5 kV. Deﬂections of 180 ± 20 m were
consistently reached, and devices that deviated more than this were
considered to be defective and were not used. A small number of
measurements were taken at 10 kV, but since this resulted in considerable bubble generation due to hydrolysis and could also lead
to electrical arcing, voltages were usually kept to 7.5 kV and below.
3. Results
A schematic of the prototype actuator is illustrated in Fig. 2C,
and one of the actual prototypes is shown in Fig. 2D. For these
experiments, the pumping ﬂuid was deionized water. Upon application of a high voltage to this device, the PDMS membrane over the
expansion reservoir deﬂected upward (Fig. 3), while the membrane
over the supply reservoir deﬂected downward slightly. Deﬂection
increased with applied voltage, and at 10 kV a substantial deﬂection
of 400 m was achieved at the center of the membrane. (While the
voltage is high, the current is low; voltages of this magnitude are
routinely used in the actuator and EO ﬁelds [4,20,28].)
At the beginning of actuation with fresh ﬂuid, the current was
relatively high (10–50 A), but then decreased (to 1 A) within
5–10 s and thereafter remained relatively stable (>30 min). The
characterization reported below was performed after the current
had stabilized.
Characterization of the actuator’s performance focused on the
response under different voltages and mechanical loads. The deﬂection as a function of voltage is shown for two devices under two
different isotonic loads in Fig. 4A. Deﬂection was linear with volt-

Fig. 3. Optical micrographs of actuation at different voltages: (A) 0 kV, (B) 1 kV, (C) 5 kV, and (D) 10 kV.
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Fig. 4. (A) Deﬂection as a function of voltage under loads of 0.65 g (device 1) and 0.36 g (device 3). (Data points with error bars represent an average of three replicates.) (B)
Force as a function of applied voltage. (C) Deﬂection under various applied forces (load lines). (D) Deﬂection vs. time upon stepping the voltage between 3.5 kV and off.

age, reaching 270 m at an applied voltage of 7.5 kV under a load
of 0.65 g for device 1 and 360 m under a load of 0.36 g for device
3. The blocked force generated by the actuators is shown as a function of voltage in Fig. 4B. These lines were also linear, with device
2 reaching 3.7 g at 10 kV. (The minor difference in the two sets of
data may be due to slight variations in membrane thicknesses, the
presence of micro-scale air bubbles, or changes in pH.)
For many applications, including load-carrying micro-robots,
it is important to know the distance that a given weight can be
lifted by the device. The deﬂections under load (isotonic, from
0.35 to 1.45 g, device 3) were measured for various voltages as
shown in Fig. 4C, yielding a set of linear load curves. Work, deﬁned
as force × distance, is maximized along the diagonal line shown
in the ﬁgure. (A plot of the work is included in the Supporting
Information.) Extrapolating the load curves to a force of 0 gives the
free strain, and extrapolating to a deﬂection of 0 gives the blocked
force. This was done to obtain the device 3 curve in Fig. 4B, and the
results are comparable to isometric measurements of blocked force
on device 2.
Speed and reproducibility are also critical in micro-actuators,
particularly for applications such as micro-positioning and on/off
valving. These performance metrics were tested by repeatedly stepping the voltage on/off (Fig. 4D). The maximum displacement
(120 m under 3.5 kV and 0.7 g, device 4) was obtained within
15 s (80% of maximum deﬂection was reached within 5 s, 94%
within 10 s), whereas full collapse was reached in only 2–3 s. The
extent and speed of deﬂection and collapse were reproducible
throughout these measurements (50 cycles, of which only 6 are
shown).

4. Theory
The volume ﬂow rates determine how quickly the expansion
chamber ﬁlls and empties, and thus the actuation speed. The EO
pumping ﬂow rate v̇ for n rectangular channels during ﬁlling of the
chamber is given by

v̇ = nwd


εε0 |E|
,


(1)

where w is the width of the channels and d is their depth, ε is the
dielectric constant of the liquid, ε0 is the permittivity of free space,
 is the zeta potential, E is the electric ﬁeld, and  is the viscosity
of the liquid. The zeta potential varies according to both the liquid
and solid materials and the surface preparation; for native PDMS
this is typically on the order of 0.1 V. For our system, at 3.5 kV we
would expect a ﬂow rate of 0.65 L/s for  = 0.1 V under free ﬂow
conditions without opposing force. (All calculations are shown in
the Supporting Information.) Experimentally, we obtained a value
of 0.13 L/s (for a normalized ﬂow rate of 2.8 L/min V cm2 ) during
the ﬁrst 5 s under the opposing force of the membrane, which is a
typical EO ﬂow rate [26]. Using  = 0.05 V in Eq. (1) gives 0.14 L/s.
The ﬂow rate can most readily be increased by increasing the number and depth of channels, since the ﬂow rate depends linearly on
the cross-sectional channel area A = nwd. Note that because there
are numerous channels, the device will continue to function even
if one or more of the channels becomes clogged.
For pressure-driven ﬂow in a rectangular channel, such as occurs
when the PDMS relaxes and the expansion reservoir empties, the
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ﬂow rate can be found approximately by [29]

v̇ = n





d3 w
d
,
P 1 − 0.63
12L
w

(2)

where the pressure drop P is provided by the elastic restoring
force of the elastomer and any external load, and L is the length
of the channels. Since the approximate ﬂow rate during relaxation
is known (0.39 L/s from the data in Fig. 4D; see the Supporting
Information) the restoring pressure P can be calculated and is
found to be equal to 2500 Pa.
The maximum actuation stress that can be achieved by the EO
ﬂow is

 

P=

 
12lεε0 ς E៝ 



d2 1 − 0.63d/w



(3)

This relationship shows that higher pressures can be achieved by
making the channels smaller, since that leads to larger surface-tovolume ratios. For channels with diameters on the order of tens of
nm, stresses on the order of tens to hundreds of GPa are theoretically possible in optimized devices. Pressures in excess of 20 MPa
have already been achieved experimentally using electroosmotic
ﬂows in micro-capillaries packed with silica micro-particles [28].
The pressure can also be increased by increasing the zeta potential,
the dielectric constant of the ﬂuid, and the voltage.
Note that the pressure should be linear with the applied voltage,
which is what was found in Fig. 4. In our geometry, the calculated
pressure is 870 Pa under a voltage of 3.5 kV (0.25 Pa/V) for  = 0.05 V.
It should be possible to increase this value by 5 orders of magnitude by decreasing channel dimensions, for example by using
micro/nanoporous frits [26]. This 870 Pa pressure, taken over the
area of the reservoir, should be able to lift a weight of 1.1 g. This is the
same as the 1.2 g of blocked force that was observed experimentally
at this voltage (Fig. 4C).
The deﬂection y of a thin membrane (held plate, large deﬂections) due to a pressure P can be approximated by [30]
P =

6
64
+



4Dy

1

Ety3
2(1 − 2 )

a2

+

1
b2

 2
a2 b2

2

+

+

Ety3
4

1
a4

+

1
a4
1
b4

+

1
b4


,

(4)

where D is the ﬂexural rigidity, a is half the length of the membrane,
b is half its width, E is its Young’s modulus, t is its thickness, and 
is the Poisson ratio. Solving for y for an actuation pressure of 870 Pa
gives a deﬂection of 240 m. Extrapolating the 3.5 kV line in Fig. 4C
to 0 g gives 280 m. The deﬂection prediction is thus spot on, given
the experimental uncertainties.
One potential problem is rupturing the reservoir when too high
a pressure is applied. The maximum deﬂection of the membrane
is limited by the ultimate tensile stress U and the ultimate tensile
strain εU of the material. These depend on the precursor to hardener
ratio used during preparation, the curing temperature, and the ﬁlm
thickness, but U is typically 2–20 MPa [31–35]. As the deﬂection of
the membrane increases, the tensile stress begins to dominate the
bending stress [30,36]. Neglecting the bending stress, the tensile
stress at the center of a uniformly loaded circular membrane of
radius a clamped at the edges is [36]
= 0.423
Fig. 5. Potential future applications of nastic actuators. (A) Simulation results
showing bending and rippling of a strip upon actuation (green cells are active,
white cells are off). (B) Simulation results (see Supporting Information for details)
showing cupping of a sheet comprising a 2D array of nastic cells. (C) Schematic
of a micro-valve shown in cross-sectional and overhead views. (D) Possible design for

EP 2 a2
t2

1/3

.

(5)

a color-changing material. (E) Concept for a micro-positioning system, shown here
for optical ﬁbers.
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Substituting U = 2 MPa for and using half the length of the
longest edge of the reservoir for a, the maximum pressure that
the membrane can withstand can be estimated as approximately
0.1 MPa, 2 orders of magnitude higher than seen in our device.
Making the membrane twice as thick would double the permissible
pressure but reduce the deﬂection by 52 m, to 187 m while halving the membrane thickness would halve the pressure but increase
the deﬂection by 63 m, to 302 m. Looking now at the ultimate
tensile strain, for a deﬂection of 240 m, the membrane is stretched
along the short axis of the reservoir by only 2.4% (see Supporting
Information for details), far below the experimentally determined
ultimate tensile strain of ∼80% for this formulation of PDMS. A strain
of 80% is reached for a vertical deﬂection somewhat greater than
1.25 mm.
The fact that the experimental performance and the theoretical
predictions are close on all of the measures above gives us good
reason to believe that, as predicted theoretically, nastic actuators
will be able to exert both signiﬁcant actuation stresses and strains,
and that the speeds will be reasonable for the envisioned applications. In fact, the stress and strain achievable with this technology,
once optimized, could potentially exceed the performance of all
competing micro-technologies.

tions in current, and thus membrane deﬂection (see the Supporting
Information). It has been shown that bubble formation can be suppressed, for example by using a catalyst to recombine the gases
into water [19], employing palladium as the electrode material [26],
and/or using salt bridges [42]. The use of redox couples can also be
explored since they have been shown to allow EO at high pressure
without gas generation [43]. AC electroosmosis [26] can also help
with electrode and pumping ﬂuid stability. Alternatively, an organic
solvent may be a better choice than water for the pumping ﬂuid.
However, since PDMS swells in many organic solvents, leading to
device leakage and slow evaporation, the elastomer may need to be
changed. Highly crosslinked ﬂuorinated polymers are a possibility
for the elastomer, since these materials have been shown to have
good solvent compatibility [44]. Third, the device needs to be further miniaturized by removing the tubes and the wire electrodes.
This requires a method of ﬁlling the device with ﬂuid, for example
using a syringe needle. This also requires ﬂexible electrodes that
are stable to corrosion. Fourth, the device should be further optimized by adjusting the surface wall coating to achieve a larger and
more uniform zeta potential. It is our hope that the success of the
ﬁrst EOF-based nastic actuator reported here will inspire creative
solutions to these challenges, as well as the creation of new “soft”
devices and systems.

5. Discussion
6. Conclusions
The prototype nastic actuator comprised only a single expansion
chamber. One can imagine, however, integrating together many
cells with different sizes and orientations to create a smart material,
which could, in principle, be meso-scale or even macro-scale [37].
Simulation results for a strip of 8 cells and for a sheet containing
8 × 8 cells are shown in Fig. 5A and B. By independently actuating
the cells, one would be able to obtain complex motions, enabling the
strip to walk like an inchworm or grasp and manipulate an object
like an octopus tentacle, or enabling the sheet to swim like a jellyﬁsh. In other words, one would be able to create a soft robot.
There is considerable design freedom with this technology since
one can vary the shapes of the reservoirs and the channels, their
orientations and their connectivity [38], and also the elastomer’s
stiffness.
Another possible application of nastic actuators would be in
micro-valves (Fig. 5C), inspired by Quake’s micro-valves [39], but
completely miniaturizable since no external hydraulic system is
required. These would be of interest for handheld systems or
even for integration into disposable devices. Another possibility is color-changing chameleon surfaces (Fig. 5D), which would
work by pumping various colored ﬂuids to the surface, expanding
or contracting the areas of color displayed. These programmable
pixels would be analogous to chromatophores in cuttleﬁsh skin,
which control the area of a pigmented sac [40]. Multiple layers
and colors can be envisioned, although only two are shown here.
The actuators could ﬁnally also be used as large-strain micropositioners. A positioner for aligning optical ﬁbers is illustrated in
Fig. 5E, in which the expansion/contraction of opposing chambers
would push the ﬁber right or left, with the elastomers providing
some grip.
There are a number of signiﬁcant challenges that will need to be
faced to realize the potential applications suggested in Fig. 5. First,
the number of channels should be increased while their size should
be decreased in order to improve the actuation stress but retain
the ﬂow rate. One promising approach is to utilize porous polymer
materials [25,41], the pores serving as the desired multiple nanoscale channels. Second, hydrolysis needs to be addressed: under the
high voltages applied in the prototype, the water splits, creating gas
bubbles and changing the pH, and thus changing the zeta potential and the pumping characteristics. Thus, holding the pumping
voltage on for long time periods results in unpredictable ﬂuctua-

This paper has demonstrated a novel electroactive polymer
actuator based on hydraulic pressure. It was enabled by taking
advantage of an effect that works on the micro-scale but not the
macro-scale: electroosmotic pumping, in which ﬂuid is pumped
within microﬂuidic systems by the application of an electric ﬁeld.
The ﬁrst (unoptimized) prototype already demonstrated good performance, with a displacement of hundreds of m within seconds.
The performance of the device followed the theoretical predictions, which indicates that upon optimization, high actuation
forces can be achieved as well. Further, numerous applications can
be envisioned, including soft robotics, micro-valves, and micropositioners.
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The theoretical calculations for device performance are shown in detail in sections 1-5. In
section 6 the experimental work done by the actuator is plotted as a function of applied force.

1 Variables
Table I. Variable values.
Symbol

Values

Units

SI Value

SI Units

membrane-covered reservoirs
reservoir length
reservoir width
PDMS membrane thickness
round membrane equivalent radius

lr
wr
h
r

5.0
2.5
25
1.995

mm
mm
μm
mm

5.00E-03
2.50E-03
2.50E-05
1.995E-03

m
m
m
m

channels
number of channels
channel depth
channel width
channel length

n
dc
wc
lc

9
60
150
1

μm
μm
cm

9
6.00E-05
1.50E-04
1.00E-02

m
m
m

electrodes
distance between electrodes

L

3

cm

3.00E-02

m

V
ti
h
td

3.5
5
120
2

kV
sec
μm
sec

3,500
5
1.20E-04
2

V
sec
m
sec

Device Dimensions

Actuation
applied voltage
time required to inflate membrane
membrane deflection
time required to deflate membrane

Material Constants/Properties
dielectric constant of fluid
zeta potential
viscosity of the liquid
membrane Young's modulus
membrane Poisson's ratio

ε
ζ
η
EY
ν

78
0. 02
0.001
0.5
0.4

V
N·s/m2
MPa

Constants
permittivity
gravitational constant

ε0
g

8.9E-12

C2/Nm2

78
2.00E-02
1.00E-03
5.00E+05
4.00E-01

V
Pa·s
Pa

8.9E-12
9.8

C/Vm
m/s2

2 Flow Rate Due to EOF
2.1 Experimental EOF Flow Rate
To calculate the experimental flow rate, the volume of fluid in the membrane above the reservoir
is divided by the time required to inflate the membrane. The volume V can be approximated as
half the volume of a scalene ellipsoid
(1)

V=

1⎛4
⎞
⎜ π abc ⎟
2⎝3
⎠

where a is half the length of the major axis (lr/2), b is half the length of the minor axis (wr/2), and
c is the deflected height of the membrane. To obtain the flow rate over most of the inflation
period, take the values to reach 80% of the final height of 120 μm (Figure 3D in the main text.)
Using the values in Table I, for a deflection of 120 μm * 0.80 = 96 μm,
(2)

V = 0.63 μL.

It takes 5 seconds to reach that height under an applied voltage of 3.5 kV, giving a flow rate of
(3)

QEO = dV/dt = 0.126 μL/sec.

To check this answer, one can also approximate the volume as the section of a hemisphere above
the surface of the reservoir. The radius R of the circle, of which the expanded region is an arc,
changes as the membrane inflates. It is related to the inflated height h and the diameter L as
follows.
R 2 = ( R − h )2 + L2 / 4
R 2 = R 2 − 2 Rh + h 2 + L2 / 4
(4)

2 Rh = h 2 + L2 / 4
R=

h 2 + L2 / 4 4h 2 + L2
=
2h
8h

To calculate the volume of the expanded area, integrate the area over the distance above the
surface.

(5)

R

R

y

y

V = ∫ π ( R 2 − x 2 )dx = π ( R 2 x − x3 / 3 )

2
= π ( R3 − R 2 y − R3 / 3 + y 3 / 3 ) = π ( R3 − R 2 y + y 3 / 3 )
3

Setting y = R – h and doing the algebra, we obtain

(6)

V=

π
3

( 3Rh 2 − h3 ) .

Using an equivalent diameter of
(7)

r=

ab / π

and again using h = 96 μm gives V = 0.60 μL. This is nearly the same as the volume as found
above.
2.2 Theoretical EOF Flow Rate

The flow due to EOF is found by defining an electroosmotic mobility μEO [1]
(8)

μEO =

εε 0ζ
η

where ε is the dielectric constant, ε0 is the permittivity, ζ is the zeta potential, and η is the fluid
viscosity. The zeta potential
K depends on the chemistry of the fluid/channel wall system.
Applying an electric field E produces an electroosmotic velocity vEO
K
(9)
vEO = μEO | E |
To obtain the flow rate, the velocity is multiplied by the cross sectional area A available for flow,
which is the number of channels n times their width wc and depth dc.
(10)

QEO = AvEO = nwc dc

εε 0ζ K
|E|
η

Using an estimate of ζ = 0.02 V, for an applied voltage of 3.5 kV we obtain
(11)

QEO = 0.13 μL/sec.

This is the same as the experimental value.

3 Flow Rate Due to Pressure
3.1 Experimental Pressure-Driven Flow Rate

When EOF is turned off, the elastic restoring forces of the membrane push the fluid back down.
The time required to empty the reservoir, from a deflection of 120 μm (see Figure 3D), is two
seconds. Calculating the fluid volume in the same manner as above gives V = 0.785 μL. This
results in a relaxation flow rate QP of
(12)

QP = V/t = 0.393 μL/sec.

3.2 Theoretical Pressure-Driven Flow

3.2.1 Pressure Applied by the Membrane
The relationship between the flow rate QP and pressure difference ΔP for n rectangular channels
due to a pressure gradient across the channels is [2]
(13)

QP = n

⎡
d c3 wc
d ⎤
ΔP ⎢1 − 0.63 c ⎥
12η lc
wc ⎦
⎣

where lc is the length of the channel. Using the experimental relaxation flow rate, we can find
the pressure on the membrane. Rearranging,
(14)

ΔP =

12η lc
1
QP
3
nd c wc [1 − 0.63hc / wc ]

Using0.393 μL/sec, we find a relaxation pressure of
(15)

ΔP = 216 Pa.

3.2.2 Pressure Due to EOF
By equating the flow rates due to EO, equation (10), and the membrane, equation (12), we can
obtain the pressure due to EO flow, ΔPEO.
K
ΔPEO = 12lcεε 0ς E / d c2 [1 − 0.63d c / wc ]
(16)

Note that this does not depend on the number of channels. Using the values in Table I we obtain
(17)

ΔPEO = 72 Pa.

Since it took over 5 seconds to fill and 2 seconds to empty the fluid above the reservoir, we
would have expected a pressure of less than approximately 216 * 2 / 5 = 86 Pa, which is
consistent with the calculated value.

4 Membrane Deflection Due to EOF
The deflection y of the center of a rectangular membrane due to a pressure P is [3]
(18)

P=

π 6 ⎧⎪

2
3
Ety 3 ⎡ 2
⎛ 1 1 ⎞ Ety ⎛ 1 1 ⎞
⎛ 1 1 ⎞ ⎤ ⎫⎪
4
Dy
+
+
+
+
+ν ⎜ 4 + 4 ⎟⎥ ⎬
⎨
⎜ 2
⎜ 4
2 ⎟
4 ⎟
2 ⎢ 2 2
64 ⎩⎪
4 ⎝ a b ⎠ 2( 1 −ν ) ⎣ a b
⎝a b ⎠
⎝ a b ⎠ ⎦ ⎭⎪

where D is the flexural rigidity,
(19)

D = Et 3 / ⎡⎣12( 1 −ν 2 )⎤⎦ ,

E is the Young’s modulus, and ν is the Poisson ratio. A pressure of 72 Pa is expected to produce
a deflection of
(20)

y = 258 μm.

This is the same as the deflection of 280 μm observed experimentally at 3.5 kV.

5 Force Due to EOF
The area of the membrane is A = wr * lr = 12.5 mm2. The pressure is a force per unit area, so
multiplying the pressure by the area should yield the force that can be exerted by the membrane.
Experimentally, the blocking force for 3.5 kV was on the order of 1 gram. Using the area of the
entire membrane, theoretically, we would expect
(21)

F = A ∗ ΔPEO = 9*10-4 N.

This corresponds to weight of
(22)

9*10-4 N / 9.8 m/sec2 = 0.09 g

This value is too small by an order of magnitude. Given the fact that the contact area of the
membrane with the polymer sheet on which the force/transducer arm rested was on the order of 1
mm2 for a force of 1 g, the estimate is actually low by two orders of magnitude. This is quite
surprising given the good agreement for the other values.

6 Work
The work performed by the actuator at different applied voltages is shown here.

7 Simulations of Multi-Cell Deformations
Simulations of multi-cell material deformations, as shown in Figure 4A, B in the main text, were
carried out as follows. For a single cell, the material was treated as linearly elastic. Equation (3)
in the main text gave the pressure difference between the supply and expansion chambers. This
pressure was applied as a boundary condition to the internal reservoir boundaries, as shown
below. The resulting material deformation was assumed to be governed by standard elasticity
equations and was computed using the multi-physics COMSOL software (www.comsol.com).
COMSOL uses a finite element method and has a moving mesh capability that can keep track of
large material deformations. A Lagrangian method was used wherein the mesh followed the
motion of the material.
The figure below shows the model setup in two spatial dimensions for a single cell. The
boundary conditions are shown in panel a): EO actuation creates a pressure difference in the
reservoirs (pressure in on the left, pressure out on the right), the position of the channel is fixed
(to prevent rigid body translations/rotations), and the free edges of the material have zero stress.
Panel b) shows the mesh deforming with the material elements. Panel c) shows the resulting
material deformation, colored by the von Mises stresses.

a)

b)

c)

Simulations for a collection of cells, and for 3-dimensions, were done the same way, with the
same boundary conditions repeated throughout. In the multi-cell simulations, two edge points
were constrained to remain fixed in the y direction, and a center material point was constrained
to remain fixed in the x direction; this allowed arbitrary deformation of the material but
prevented rigid body translations and rotations.
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